STOLEN BOAT
1999 42’ Fountain Lightning & Myco trailer

- Hull: White w/blue, red, gray graphics (20th Anniversary Edition w/large graphics on sides)
- Upholstery: White w/blue trim
- Carpet: Blue
- Canvas: Black (cover, full)
- Closed Bow
- 1999 Mercruiser 500 EFI (twin) blue/black engine; drives black; 470 hp; Inboard
- Engine #: OL001986 (port); OL415182 (stbd)
- Outdrive #: OL427258 (port); OL164809 (stbd)
- Hydromotive stainless steel propellers
- 1999 45’ Myco triple axle black trailer (decals “MYCO” on both sides of trailer)
- Trailer VIN: 4JFBS4237XB004063
- MN Trailer License: CDT9411

Vessel Name: “Champagne Fountain”
(green, black & yellow colors w/champagne bottle graphic on stern)

HIN #: FGQ42421L899
DOCUMENTATION #: 1085330

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Sth Kiowa Blvd; Lake Havasu City, AZ
DATE OF INCIDENT: October 10, 2001
POLICE AGENCY: Lake Havasu City Police Department (928) 855-4111 or (928) 680-5440
POLICE REPORT #: 01-5897

$5,000.00 $5,000.00

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel and trailer, and/or the arrest and conviction of individuals involved in the theft. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery of stolen property. Parties, or accomplices to theft of missing property, are ineligible for reward. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.

TODD & ASSOCIATES, INC.
(800) 325-8061 or (619) 226-1895
Email: maritime@cts.com http://www.boatman.com
FAX: (619) 223-8942